The coupling between localized magnetic moments and itinerant electrons presents a plethora of interesting physics. The low-energy physics of some quantum impurity systems can be described using conformal field theory (CFT). In this paper, the connection between quantum impurity models and CFT is further strengthened as we construct a class of exactly solvable models with ground states given by CFT correlators. The method developed here is completely analytical and can be applied to fermions with an arbitrary number of colors and multiple impurities. Numerical calculations are performed to characterize certain aspects of our models for which we do not have analytical results.
Introduction
Quantum impurity problems have generated fascinating results in the past few decades and continue to draw attention at the forefront of contemporary research [1] . The Kondo model, which was proposed to describe a single magnetic impurity in a non-magnetic metal, is arguably the most important quantum impurity model [2] . It may be difficult to find a solid state system with precisely one magnetic impurity, but the Kondo model should be a good approximation if the magnetic impurity density is very low. Besides the original setting, Kondo physics has also been explored in various other scenarios. In the SU(N) Kondo problem [3] [4] [5] [6] , the magnetic impurity is spin in the SU(N) group and the conduction fermions have a color degree of freedom (DOF) with N possible values. In the multi-channel Kondo problem [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the magnetic impurity couples to conduction fermions that have an orbital DOF in addition to the spin/color DOF. Majorana zero modes in topological superconductors can be used to encode magnetic impurity in a non-local fashion [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The mixture of high density quark matter and a heavy quark impurity may lead to Kondo effect in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [19] . Experimental investigations have been extended to quantum dots, carbon nanotubes, and quantum Hall devices [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , which produced many interesting results due to their special structures and high controllability.
The Kondo effect has been studied by various methods including perturbation theory, Bethe ansatz, renormalization group, and numerical calculations. This seemingly simple problem has intricate connections to far-reaching field theoretic ideas. It is vital to develop non-perturbative methods as naive perturbative analysis breaks down due to asymptotic freedom, i.e., the coupling strength flows to stronger values as the temperature is reduced below the Kondo temperature. Anderson recognized the importance of renormalization in the Kondo problem and Wilson invented the numerical renormalization group method that can fully address this process [30] . At large spatial scale (compared to microscopic length scales) and low energies, the Kondo systems exhibit universality that is manifest in the physical picture proposed by Nozières [31] . The conformal field theory (CFT) approach advocated Affleck and Ludwig [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] is most relevant to this paper. It allows us to compute various physical quantities like boundary entropy, specific heat, susceptibility, correlation functions, and Wilson ration. The prerequisite of this approach is that the Kondo model can be converted to a one-dimensional (1D) problem in the s-wave scattering channel despite its three-dimensional appearance in the original formulation. The 1D Kondo chain has open boundary and the magnetic impurity is treated as boundary condition.
Exactly solvable models play an essential role in the research of Kondo physics. Andrei and Wiegmann were the first to realize that the 1D Kondo model, when defined on a semiinfinite chain with conduction fermions having linear dispersions, can be solved using the Bethe ansatz [38] [39] [40] [41] . It was later found that many other quantum impurity models can also be solved exactly [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Exact solutions provide valuable insights into quantum impurity physics and serve as benchmarks for other analytical and numerical techniques. In our previous work [49] , we proposed an exactly solvable quantum impurity model consists of one SU(2) spin and spin-1/2 conduction fermions whose parent Hamiltonian contains inverse-square hopping and spin exchange terms. It can be defined on finite-size lattices and the lowest eigenstates for an odd number of conduction fermions can be written down. The connection between CFT and quantum impurity models was greatly strengthened because the ground state wave functions correspond to CFT correlators. This idea was largely motivated by the practice of using CFT to construct fractional quantum Hall states [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . From the perspective of tensor networks, the CFT approach generates infinite-dimensional matrix product state [56] [57] [58] [59] for quantum impurity models. One can expect to find many more exactly solvable models given the richness of CFT.
In this paper, we extend the machinery established before to construct more exactly solvable quantum impurity models. Firstly, the one impurity SU(2) model in Ref. [49] is generalized to SU(N) cases with an arbitrary N . The simplest SU(N) Kondo model was proposed by Coqblin and Schrieffer in 1969 [3] but lacks experimental relevance for a long time. It was finally materialized in carbon nanotubes and quantum dots where spin and orbital DOFs are utilized together [24, 27] . Secondly, an SU(2) Kondo model with two impurities is considered. The inclusion of another impurity lends further credibility to the physical picture advocated before: each impurity forms a spin-singlet with a particular mode of the conduction fermions while the other fermions form an ordinary Fermi liquid. This is also an important step toward Kondo lattice models with an extensive number of magnetic moments. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first review the basic properties of SU(N) spins and then present the SU(N) quantum impurity models. The CFT for the ground state wave functions, the Gutzwiller projected form of the ground states, and the parent Hamiltonians are analyzed in order. In addition, exact diagonalization (ED) and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) methods are used to study certain aspects of the SU(3) and SU(4) models. The SU(2) model is studied in Sec. 3 using the same methods as in Sec. 2. The paper is concluded with an outlook in Sec. 4.
One SU(N) Spin Impurity
To begin with, we briefly review the properties of SU(N) spins. The operator for an SU(N) spin is denoted as S. It has three components S x,y,z for the most familiar SU(2) case. In general, S has N 2 − 1 components S a with a ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N 2 − 1]. For the fundamental representation used here, the basis states are |σ with σ = 1, 2, . . . , N . It is also useful to define N 2 operators S στ with σ, τ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N ]: S 11 is simply the identity operator; S σσ with σ = 2, 3, . . . , N are the diagonal ones in S a ; S στ with σ =τ are color-swapping operators satisfying
and can be expressed as linear combinations of S a , e.g.
For the SU(2) case, the diagonal operator is S z and the color-swapping operators are the spin raising and lowering operators S ± . In general, the S a operators can not be written in a very compact way, but the diagonal ones S σσ (σ≥2) are related to the diagonal Cartan matrices H via
3)
The setting of our system is depicted in Fig. 1 with S being the vector of S a . However, this causes a redundancy that needs to be removed by imposing the physical constraint 
Conformal Field Theory
Let us introduce a class of many-body states
for SU(N) quantum impurity models. The empty set symbol is to chosen to represent the vacuum because |0 might be confused with the basis states defined above. Ψ({n σ j }) is the wave function in the occupation number basis that can be written as a CFT correlator 8) with respect to the CFT vacuum, where
are vertex operators and O bg = N σ=1 exp (−iM φ σ 0 ) is the background charge operator. φ σ (u) is a chiral bosonic field defined by 10) where the operators φ σ 0 , π σ 0 , and a σ n satisfy
and the vacuum is annihilated by π σ 0 and a σ n>0 . The exponential of φ σ (u) defines a chiral vertex operator
For the cases with odd L, the j = (L+1)/2 site resides at θ j = π/2 and the vertex operator only contains the zero-mode part exp(iφ σ 0 ). The product of chiral vertex operators with normal ordering is
If the vertex operators are neutralized by the background charge operator O σ bg , we get the expectation value
(2.14)
This helps us to show that
where the first delta symbol is due to the single-occupancy constraint on the impurity site j = 0 and the product of delta symbols δ j n σ j ,M indicates that the total number of fermions (conduction plus Abrikosov) in each color is M . If one removes the vertex operator for the impurity site, one would obtain a wave function for free fermions on the semi-circle that realizes free-fermion CFT with free boundary condition [59] [60] [61] [62] . This can be understood using boundary CFT: the impurity site serves as a boundary condition changing (BCC) operator which changes the free boundary condition at one end of the chain to the "Kondo boundary condition" [63] .
Gutzwiller Projection
The state in Eq. 2.7 can be recasted into a Gutzwiller projected form |Ψ = P G 0 | Ψ , where the Gutzwiller projector P G 0 implements the first delta symbol in Eq. 2.8 and
This expression can be further simplified to be a product state made of non-orthogonal orbitals. There are many different choices of the n σ j 's corresponding to all the possible ways of putting the conduction fermions on the lattice sites. Let us consider the case where the fermions with color σ occupy lattice sites x σ a (a ∈ [1, 2, . . . , M ]). For this particular configuration,
This allows us to rewrite Eq. 2.16 as
where
This means that
It should be noted that cos 0 θ j with θ j = π/2 is defined to be 1 if it is needed in the η 0 's.
The next step toward the parent Hamiltonian is to perform the Gutzwiller projection explicitly. This is achieved as we change basis from the η modes to the ζ and ζ modes defined by
Two different symbols are chosen because they need to be treated separately in many places. The ground state is transformed to 22) where N σ τ =1 means a product excluding the τ = σ term. The physical picture for this expression is that the SU(N) spin forms a color singlet with the ζ mode of conduction fermions and the other conduction fermions form a fermi liquid with ζ m modes.
Parent Hamiltonian
This subsection aims to prove that Eq. 2.22 is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
The first term
describes the hopping processes between the conduction fermions with
2 ), these modes form an orthonormal complete basis due to the discrete orthogonality property of the Chebyshev polynomials. It was proved in Ref. [49] that this term has an inverse-square form in real space. To be specific, it can be written as
where z j = exp(iθ j ) and z * j = exp(−iθ j ) are the complex coordinates of the site j and its mirror image, respectively. The second term
is a site-dependent potential term. The third term
describes the spin-spin exchange interactions between the impurity and the conduction fermions with
If we introduce a collective spin operator
the Kondo coupling can be converted to
The remarkable thing is that these terms have the same form for all N except for the Ndependent coefficients. The numbers of fermions in each color (conduction plus Abrikosov) N f σ = L j=0 c † j,σ c j,σ are conserved quantities of the Hamiltonian. The action of H 0 , H P , and H K on |Ψ can be computed directly. |Ψ has N parts in which the SU(N) impurity assumes one of the N possible states, and the result after being acted upon by an operator can still be written in such a way. To simplify subsequent discussions, we focus on the part in which the spin assumes the |1 state, but the analysis can be extended to other parts easily. It is also helpful to define the partial Fermi sea (PFS) state |PFS =
The right hand side can be computed by moving H 0 across the ζ † σ and ζ † m,σ operators, which requires the commutators
between them. |Φ 1 0 turns out to be
which means that A m and A m,m are sufficient for our purpose. After some lengthy calculations [49] , their final values are rather simple
The second line in Eq. 2.34 is undesirable in the sense that it does not appear in the target state |Ψ , so it needs be canceled by some contributions from H P |Ψ and H K |Ψ . For the on-site potential term H P , we define H P |Ψ = N σ=1 |Φ σ P and the part in which the spin assumes the |1 state is
The right hand side can be computed by moving H P across the ζ † σ and ζ † m,σ operators, which requires the commutators
The operators O σ and P σ are defined for later usage. |Φ 1 P turns out to be
This expression looks somewhat promising because the third line in Eq. 2.38 has the same form as the undesirable term in Eq. 2.34, but it also produces the undesirable third line. For the spin-spin exchange term H K , we define H K |Ψ = N σ=1 |Φ σ K but this operation is more complicated than previous ones because H K flips the color of fermions. To this end, we express it using the color-swapping operators as
The part in which the spin assumes the |1 state is
The right hand side can be computed by moving Λ σ1 K and Λ σσ K across the ζ † σ and ζ † m,σ operators, which requires the commutators
One can combine Eqs. 2.34, 2.38, and 2.42 to yield
It is then obvious that
due to the color symmetry, so |Ψ is an eigenstate with eigenvalue
Numerical Results
The analytical calculations presented above have only proved that |Ψ is an eigenstate of H. Following our previous SU(2) results [49] , we also expect that it is the ground state.
To this end, we need to perform numerical calculations on the Hamiltonian. The Hilbert space can be divided into subspaces labeled by the numbers of fermions in each color N f σ . The subspaces of our interest are those for which all N f σ have the same value (which is just M for |Ψ ). If the dimension of a subspace is not too large, the lowest eigenvalue and eigenvalue can be obtained in ED. For all the SU(3) and SU(4) cases that we have checked, the lowest eigenvalues agree with E(M ) up to machine precision and the lowest eigenstates have unity overlaps with |Ψ up to machine precision. This clearly suggests that |Ψ is the lowest eigenstate in certain subspaces. If the dimension of a certain subspace is sufficiently small, the whole energy spectrum can be obtained. An interesting observation is that most eigenvalues (except for a few) are not rational numbers. This implies that it is perhaps not possible to construct the excited states analytically. Before proceeding to other calculations, we would like to modify the Hamiltonian slightly since it has two undesirable features. The first one is that the eigenvalue E(M ) is not physical because it is proportional to M 3 . This issue can be resolved if we multiply an overall factor π 2 /(4L 2 ) to the Hamiltonian. The second one is that the ground state in the full Hilbert space is two fold degenerate: the trivial state with no conduction fermions and the state with only one conduction fermions both have exactly zero energy. This issue can be resolved by adding a chemical potential term that selects an intermediate M as the ground state sector. The modified Hamiltonian is where
For a system with L = N N f − 1, we would like to choose the coefficient F (L) so the ground state occurs at N f σ = N f . For the SU(3) model, it is
The application of ED is limited to relatively small systems due to the exponential growth of the Hilbert space dimension, but much larger systems can be accessed using the DMRG method. This is a variational algorithm for the ground state in the manifold of matrix product states (MPS) [64] [65] [66] . . . . i matrices, whose maximal dimension is called the bond dimension D. The Hamiltonian is converted to a matrix product operator (MPO) using the generic method developed by Hubig et al. [67] . The best approximation to the lowest eigenstate is found by iteratively minimizing the energy expectation value ψ|H|ψ / ψ|ψ . In each step of the minimization process, one solves an eigenvalue problem on a particular site using sparse matrix eigensolver. The single-site expansion algorithm is employed for its efficiency [68] . The success of the MPS formalism roots in the entanglement structure of quantum many-body states. The bond dimension needed for good convergence is determined by the bipartition von Neumann entanglement entropy. The gapless nature of Kondo states asks for quite large bond dimension D (up to 7000).
For the SU(3) model, the lowest eigenstates for various choices of
can be used to validate the accuracy of our numerical results. For instance, the numerical value of E(47, N f 1 = N f 2 = N f 3 = 18) has an absolute error 7.25×10 −7 . It is also confirmed that (16, 16, 16) (f) (16,15, the state with N f σ = N f is the ground state if L = N N f − 1. One can define several quantites ∆ i (i ∈ [1, 6]) using energy level spacings as shown Fig. 3 . It can be seen from finite-size scaling analysis that they satisfy CFT scaling relations: (i) the ∆ i 's go to zero as 1/(L + 1); (ii) ∆ 1 − ∆ 2 , ∆ 3 − ∆ 4 , and ∆ 5 − ∆ 6 go to zero as 1/(L + 1) 2 . This provides strong support for the Fermi liquid picture of Nozières: the system has a Fermi level at ε 0 = 0 that is surrounded by equally spacing single-particle states; all the negative energy levels are filled in the ground state; the excited states have some fermions added or removed compared to the ground state.
Two SU(2) Spin Impurities
In this section, we consider two SU(2) spins coupled to two-component fermions on a chain as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The variable N takes a value of 2 in this case. The system has L + 2 sites labeled as j = 0, 1, . . . , L + 1. The j = 0 and j = L + 1 sites are occupied by SU (2) spins (in the fundamental representation with S = 1/2) with operators S 0 and S L+1 . The angular positions of the conduction fermion sites are the same as for the single impurity model. The Abrikosov representation for the spins can be defined and this requires singleoccupancy constraint on the j = 0 and j = L + 1 sites. The procedure for constructing the model is very similar to the one impurity cases. This is not surprising because the physical picture is that one spin binds one particular mode consists of the conduction fermions.
Conformal Field Theory
The many-body state for our system is
Ψ({n σ j }) is the wave function in the occupation number basis that can be written as a CFT correlator
with respect to the CFT vacuum, where
are vertex operators and O bg = 2 σ=1 exp (−iM φ σ 0 ) is the background charge operator. φ σ (u) is the same chiral bosonic field as in Sec. 2. The wave function turns out to be
where an additional delta symbol on the impurity site j = L + 1 appears.
Gutzwiller Projection
The state in Eq. 3.1 can be recasted into a Gutzwiller projected form |Ψ = P G 0 P G L+1 | Ψ , where the Gutzwiller projector P G 0 and P G L+1 implements the first two delta symbols in Eq. 3.2 and
This expression can be further simplified to be a product state made of non-orthogonal orbitals
with η m,σ = L+1 j=0 u m j c j,σ and V σ ({x σ a }) being the Vandermonde determinant defined in Eq. 2.19. The Gutzwiller projection can be performed explicitly as we change basis from the η modes to the ζ and ζ modes defined by
where the definition of the ζ m,σ mode is now different from the single-impurity case in Eq. 2.21. The ground state is transformed to 10) where the proportional signs means constant factors have been dropped. The physical picture for this expression is that the SU(2) spins form color-singlets with the ζ ± mode of conduction fermions and the other conduction fermions form a Fermi liquid with ζ m≥2 modes.
Parent Hamiltonian
This subsection aims to prove that Eq. 3.10 is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
The second term
is a site-dependent potential term. It can be decomposed into two terms
The third term
describes the spin-spin exchange interactions between the two impurities and the conduction fermions. If we introduce two collective spin operators
It is worthy noting that this Hamiltonian is very similar to the previous one: H 0 is the same whereas H P and H K have two terms that are symmetric with respect to the vertical axis. The numbers of fermions in each color (conduction plus Abrikosov) N f σ = L j=0 c † j,σ c j,σ are conserved quantities of the Hamiltonian. The action of H 0 , H P , and H K on |Ψ can be computed directly. |Ψ has four parts in which the two SU(2) impurities assume one of the two possible states, and the result after being acted upon by an operator can still be written in such a way. To simplify subsequent discussions, one can focus on the two parts in which the spins assume the |1 0 |1 L+1 or |1 0 |2 L+1 states, and the other two parts can be understood by symmetry. It is also helpful to define the partial Fermi sea (PFS) state
For the hopping term H 0 , we define H 0 |Ψ = |Φ 11 0 + |Φ 12 0 + |Φ 21 0 + |Φ 22 0 . The part in which the spins assume the |1 0 |1 L+1 state is
The part in which the spins assume the |1 0 |2 L+1 state is
For the on-site potential term H P , we define H P |Ψ = |Φ 11 P + |Φ 12 P + |Φ 21 P + |Φ 22 P . The part in which the spins assume the |1 0 |1 L+1 state is
The part in which the spins assume the |1 0 |1 L+1 state is 
Conclusions
In summary, we have established a powerful framework that generates many exactly solvable quantum impurity models whose ground state wave functions in the occupation number basis are given by CFT correlators. The special structure of the ground state allows for analytical manipulations that produces inverse-square parent Hamiltonians. The usefulness of CFT in quantum impurity problems is boosted to a higher level. Further investigations along this direction may lead to other exactly solvable models and improve our understanding of quantum impurity physics.
